Performance Prelude from OBT2

Cello Suite

Choreographer: Phillip Carmen
Music: J. S. Bach
OBT2 Premiere: June 5, 2021

AVA ANDERSON, ARIANNA CONTI, RUBY MAE LEFEBVRE, ISICHEL PEREZ

Choros

(World Premiere)
Choreographer: NICOLO FONTE
Composers: LUDOVICO EINAUDI, TARIK OREGAN
OBT World Premiere: JUNE 5, 2021
Ballet Master: JEFF STANTON

First Movement
BRIAN SIMCOE, XUAN CHENG, CHRISTOPHER KAISER, JESSICA LIND
THOMAS BAKER, MAKINO HAYASHI, BAILEY SHAW
Coco Alvarez-Mena, Eva Burton, Hannah Davis, Kangmi Kim, Mathilde Lambert, Zuzu Metzler,
Brian Bennett, Michael Linsmeier, Colby Parsons, Niko Yaroslaski

Second Movement
EVA BURTON, MICHAEL LINSMEIER

Third Movement
Coco Alvarez-Mena, Eva Burton, Xuan Cheng, Hannah Davis, Makino Hayashi, Kangmi Kim,
Mathilde Lambert, Jessica Lind, Zuzu Metzler, Thomas Baker, Brian Bennett, Christopher Kaiser,
Michael Linsmeier, Colby Parsons, Bailey Shaw, Brian Simcoe, Niko Yaroslaski
Intermission Program

LIVE AUCTION

WHEN OBT SOARS
(Video tribute to the spirit of OBT)

SPECIAL APPEAL

RAFFLE DRAWING

Auctioneer: DALE JOHANNES
Spotters: KEVIN IRVING, THOMAS BRUNER

AUCTION ITEM COURTESY OF SANDA STEIN AND COOPER DUBOIS
RAFFLE ITEM COURTESY OF ALLISON SNEIDER AND STEPHEN PIKE
PADDLE RAISE THANKS TO THE AUDIENCE

SculptedClouds

(World Premiere)

Choreographer: JENNIFER ARCHIBALD
Composers: LISA GERRARD, BRENDAN PERRY, ROGER GOULA
OBT World Premiere: June 5, 2021
Ballet Master: LISA KIPP

THOMAS BAKER, BRIAN BENNETT, EVA BURTON, XUAN CHENG, HANNAH DAVIS, MAKINO HAYASHI, CHRISTOPHER KAISER, KANGMI KIM, JESSICA LIND, MICHAEL LINSMEIER, COCO ALVAREZ-MENA, COLBY PARSONS, BAILEY SHAW, BRIAN SIMCOE

OBT extends a special thank you to all those who helped make this program possible including:
OBT Resident Choreographer Nicolo Fonte, Guest Choreographer Jennifer Archibald, Video Producer Skye Stouber, and Auctioneer Dale Johannes.

We need your support to keep bringing you thrilling performances like this.
Please visit OBT.org/donate to make your tax-deductible contribution.

AGMA
AMERICAN GUILD OF MUSICAL ARTISTS

The Dancers and Stage Managers of Oregon Ballet Theatre are represented by the American Guild of Musical Artists, AFL-CIO, the union that represents the artists in the fields of opera, ballet, modern dance, and choral presentations.